
Tell your child that they are going to be a scientist today, and they are going to investigate ‘transformations’!

First, talk about fairy tales and children’s stories involving transformations. Ask your child to tell you about a story 
with a transformation if they can, where something turned into something else. For example, ‘The princess and 
the frog’, ‘Cinderella’ and ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’. Get them to think about some real-life examples too, like 
day becoming night and then night becoming day again.  

Animals – Show your child the picture of the lamb and the sheep. Tell the children both animals are called Larry 
and are the same animal, and ask if they can explain how that can be true. Discuss and prompt as necessary. 
Explain, with the other animal examples too, how something small transformed into something big.

People – Use the four-picture human sequence. Talk about what will happen to your child: they were once a 
baby, they are now a child, they will become a teenager and then they will become an adult. They were once very 
small, now they are bigger and they will become very big. Their name won’t change though.

Plants – Show the tree pictures and talk about how small trees transform into big trees.

Objects – Discuss something big transforming into something small. For example, ask your child to show you 
roughly how big an ice cream is before eating it, and how it becomes smaller as we eat it.

Now show your child the strip of modelling clay from the fridge and the ball of it. Tell them that they are going to 
find out for themselves whether or not it is possible to make balls from the strip. Encourage your child to notice 
the coldness of the strip and the warmth of their hands. Help them to suggest that they need to use their hands 
to warm the modelling clay so that they can transform their strips into balls. Explain as they do it that they are 
transforming the cold, hard strip into a ball, by softening it with the warmth of their hands. 

 Pictures of trees, and both 
young and adult animals

 4-picture human sequence

 Modelling clay (e.g. 
Plasticine) – a strip in the 
freezer and a ball of it

 An elastic band

 Paper and pencil

15–20 minutes

TRANSFORMATIONS

Your child knows that growth transforms animals, people and plants. 
Your child can transform objects.

To know that growth transforms animals, people and plants 
To know that we can transform objects
To know that ‘was/were’, ’used to be’, ‘is/are’ and ‘will be/will become’ tell us about a 
process of transformation
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Give your child an elastic band and ask them to show you how to transform it into a bigger band by stretching it. 
Then ask them to transform the big band into a small one again, by releasing the band slowly and carefully. 
Again, use the language of transformation as above to review what they have done (or as they are doing it).Ask your child to choose one 

transformation that you have 
discussed and, as a scientist 
might record their findings, 
draw it before and after. E.g. 
the strip of clay and the ball, 

or the lamb and sheep.
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Cut out each picture card separately.
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Cut out each picture card separately.
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